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The system, which consists of more than 300 screens, showcases plenty of special effects, from
extreme slow motion to multiple visual effects. It supports both English and Hindi audio tracks,

besides an additional 16 international languages. Each frame is made using three cameras and an
ultra-high-resolution live-action sensor, thereby giving a superior picture quality. Currently, the

director is waiting for the post-monsoon season to resume the shoot of Dongri To Dubai. Apparently,
before they resume the shoot they would have to clear some legal issues. The script and the

costumes have been completed in this case. A planned original documentary film on The Indian
Express investigative reporter Ranga Shankars work, titled Dongri Se Dubai Tak is being made as the

interim project. Though the full version of the film has not been done and a commercial release is
awaited, sources from the film say that it will be based on Shankars investigation into IMs very first

meeting with Dawood Ibrahim. The episode will be a walk down memory lane while following the
story of Dawood Ibrahim from a different perspective. According to the reports, the action-crime

thriller drama will have a major base in the real-life events. The book, Dongri to Dubai: Six Decades
of the Mumbai Mafia was written by Nishant Vakharia, a journalist and Asif Hafeez, a transmedia

professional. Vakharia wrote an article on Dawood in 2003. If the observations of Dawood were true,
he would definitely have enjoyed the peace and bliss he is experiencing now. However, all that

changed when he was arrested during one of the encounters in Dubai. He now spends his time in
prison, considering his life as a big mistake.
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Prince Hamdan of Dubai, Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, has shown a deep
sense of responsibility and love towards the environment, and he even prepared a henna-style

design on his hand for the efforts. Prince Hamdan even helped, by banning use of plastic bags in the
country. According to a report by the Associated Press, the State of the Environment report showed
that Dubai’s sewage rates rose from 64 gallons a day to 3,964 gallons in 2006, while landfills fill up
at an alarming rate. “The Dongri gang is a powerful gang that dominates the Mumbai underworld.

Many of the families of the Dongri gang were originally from Thane, where Dawood was a henchman
of Amrish. The word ‘dongri’ (slave) was coined after Dawood, who was in financial distress,

kidnapped Amrish and forced him to work under humiliating conditions. After a while, he was saved
by Vijay Shinde’s uncle Kamal’s son. It was then that the Dongri gang came into existence. The

original members of the Dongri gang include Dawood, his brother Abul Kasam (who was involved in a
shoot-out with the gang in Mumbai), Gahwiler, Ajay Thakkar, Amrish, Vijay Shinde, Vijay Nirgala,

Alim, Siddiq Shaikh, Unni Srinivasan, Ravi Prakash V. Consulu (the head of the gang), Raja, Dhanraj,
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Madan, Vicky Meme, Mansoor, etc,” explains the source. “Around 2009, an internal power struggle at
the top of the Dongri gang broke out, resulting in Amrish’s murder,” adds the source. The new group

headed by Siddiq Shaikh took over the crime syndicate. In 2016, a post surfaced on WhatsApp
wherein a member of the Dongri gang had threatened the current members of the gang over being
sidelined as a new group was being formed. There are no initial details on how Fazza, a play on the

name of the Dubai crown prince, came into the picture. A thing that his fans will be happy to know is
that he was at the ground level in the past, literally and figuratively. 5ec8ef588b
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